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Preface
Rewriting logic is a natural model of computation and an expressive semantic framework for concurrency, parallelism,
communication, and interaction. It can be used for specifying a wide range of systems and languages in various application
fields, and has been extended to, e.g., real-time and probabilistic systems. Rewriting logic also has good properties as a
metalogical framework for representing logics. A number of mature tools, including ASF+SDF, CafeOBJ, Elan, andMaude, are
based on rewriting logic. Rewriting logic and its applications have been a very active area of research since the first papers
on the logic were published in 1990; this is witnessed by the bibliography collected for this issue, which lists more than 900
papers on this subject.
This special issue of the Journal of Logic and Algebraic Programming contains extended versions of selected papers from
the Eighth International Workshop on Rewriting Logic and its Applications (WRLA), which was held in Paphos, Cyprus,
in March 2010 as an ETAPS satellite event. WRLA is a series of workshops held biennially since 1996; a special issue of
Theoretical Computer Science was devoted to selected papers from WRLA 1996, and a special issue of Higher-Order and
Symbolic Computation was devoted to selected papers from WRLA 2004. For this volume, we invited the authors of six
selected papers fromWRLA 2010 to submit to this special issue. After an extensive and rigorous reviewing process, in which
each paper was reviewed by at least three reviewers, we decided to include five of them in this special issue.
Since 2010marked the 20th anniversary of rewriting logic, we invited the creator of rewriting logic and themain designer
of the Maude system, José Meseguer, to give an overview of the 20 years of achievements in this area. His paper on “Twenty
years of rewriting logic” provides a gentle and intuitive introduction to the main ideas of rewriting logic, as well as a survey
of 20 years of work on the foundations, tools, and applications of rewriting logic.
The20yearsof researchonrewriting logicare summarized inadifferentwaybyN.Martí-Oliet,M.Palomino, andA.Verdejo
in their “Rewriting logic bibliography by topic: 1990–2011,” which compiles and classifies more than 900 publications on
rewriting logic and its applications from 1990 until the end of 2011.
Two crucial requirements for the executability of rewriting logic specifications are that the underlying equational theory
modeling the data types of the system is Church–Rosser, and that there is coherence between the rewrite rules modeling
change and the equations in the specification. The paper “On the Church–Rosser and coherence properties of conditional
order-sorted rewrite theories” by F. Durán and J. Meseguer develops themathematical foundations onwhich the checking of
these properties for order-sorted specifications with conditional equations and structural axioms is based. Their paper also
presents two tools supporting the verification of these properties, and provides a methodology to establish such properties
using the proof obligations returned by the tools.
High-level declarative languages such asMaude should benefit from declarative debugging techniques that abstract from
execution details. Such debugging tries to locate a program fragment responsible for an error by building a tree representing
the incorrect computation and guiding the user through it to find the error. The paper “Declarative debugging of rewriting
logic specifications” by A. Riesco, A. Verdejo, N. Martí-Oliet, and R. Caballero presents a declarative debugger for Maude and
its foundations. In particular, the paper proposes a calculus to infer reductions, sort inferences, normal forms, rewrites, and
sets of reachable terms in rewriting logic specifications based onmembership equational logic. This calculus is used to build
the debugging trees for both erroneous and missing answers; those trees are then traversed in an interactive way to locate
the bug.
Narrowing is a fundamental technique for equational unification and symbolic reachability andmodel-checking analyses
of rewrite theories. The paper “Folding variant narrowing and optimal variant termination” by S. Escobar, R. Sasse, and
J. Meseguer deals with the problem of narrowing with a set of equations E modulo a set of structural axioms Ax. This paper
presents the mathematical foundations and the fundamental algorithms of their folding variant narrowing strategy, which
the authors claim is the only practical, yet complete, general narrowing strategy modulo a set of axioms Ax. Furthermore,
folding variant narrowing is optimally variant-terminating in the sense that no other complete narrowing strategy can
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terminate when folding variant narrowing does not. In particular, when E ∪ Ax has the finite variant property (i.e., any term
has a finite complete set of variants), this strategy is terminating and provides a finitary E∪Ax-unification algorithm. Finally,
their paper discusses a number of applications of finite variant narrowing and of variant-based unification, including the
verification of cryptographic protocols, which must take the algebraic properties of the protocol’s cryptographic functions
into account.
One of the main application areas of rewriting logic is to define the executable formal semantics of programming and
modeling languages in different domains. Such languages can then be subjected to automated formal analysis using rewrit-
ing logic tools likeMaude. The paper “Rewriting semantics of production rule sets” byM. Katelman, S. Keller, and J. Meseguer
develops such an executable rewriting logic semantics for production rule sets, which is a language used tomodel asynchro-
nous digital circuits. The authors then use the Maude tool to check hazard and deadlock freedom of several small circuits,
and in the process also propose some optimizations to make such automated analyses more tractable.
We would like to express our most sincere thanks to all the people who have made this special issue possible: to the
authors for writing the papers and incorporating all the corrections and improvements required by a thorough reviewing
process; to the reviewers for kindly contributing their time and effort to ensure the highest quality of each paper; and to Jan
A. Bergstra and the editorial staff at Elsevier for agreeing to publish this special issue as a volume in the Journal of Algebraic
and Logic Programming and for their help in bringing this special issue to publication.
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